Full terms and conditions:
Georgia, (GE)

Tax:
All taxes included in the rental price (VAT 18% included)

Additional driver:
The price for one additional driver is 8 Euro per day.

Age:
Minimum age is 21, Maximum 75.
From 21-23 extra per day is 15 euro and from 70-75 extra per day is 10 euro.

Airport surcharge:
In Tbilisi International airport we have DESK in arrival terminal, always is better to send us customer's flight details, phone number and
email address. If you cannot find us, please call us 24/7 on the number +995 591176793

In Kutaisi and Batumi airport extra is 20 Euro (one way). We have meet and greet service. Our agent will meet in arrival terminal with name board.

City office - City airport extra one-way 20 euro.

Cash rental deposit:
Deposit for all car groups is 380 Euro
The deposit on your credit card or by cash.
Debit cards will not be accepted.

Chauffeur driven service:
On request. We can offer transportation service by request; price depends on the trip and distance.

Credit cards accepted:
MasterCard
Visa

Delivery / Collection:
In distance around 30 KM in the city, extra 6 Euro. (Ex: if customer prefer to pick up or return car in some city hotel or address, one way extra is 6 Euro)

Driving license:
Minimum driving experience is 2 years
All valid driving license, which is by English letter. If the driver's license is not in English, it must be translated in English and notarized.

Fuel:
Full to full
You must return the vehicle with the same amount of fuel with which it was delivered. If no, extra per Liter - 1 Euro.

Insurances:
CDW and THW coverage. Standard rates include 85% of insurance. in case of car accident 15% of all damages is customer's responsibility. In the case of
responsible theft, the customer is only responsible for paying deductible (or excess)
TPL - Third Party Liability (maximum 10000 USD) all packages include this coverage.
\person, totally 5 Passenger and 10000 USD.
Will only apply if the customer abides by the clauses in the rental contract, which means that any breach of contract will annul the protection and the customer will then
assume full responsibility for all damages incurred.

In case of car accident customers need to stop the car, call to the Police, in other case total damage is customer's responsibility.
Accessories are not insured.
Basic protection that is included in the rental: customer is covered for damage due to collision and theft up to a defined excess amount. The excess amount is 600 Euro

Medium protection: Further limits the excess amount for damage due to collision and theft and includes coverage for Windscreen, glass and tires damage,
As well as PAI – 400 Euro
Premium protection: The excess amount is zero; it includes coverage for Windscreen, glass and type’s damage and SPAI, which is PAI + coverage of personal effects.

One-way rentals:
1) Domestic:
.
You must inform us in advance if you wish to make a one-way reservation. On the other hand, if you return the vehicle in an office different from the one
established in your reservation, the rental company will penalize you with an extra charge.
We will confirm the price of this service once you have made your reservation and we have received a confirmation from the rental company.
We offer one-way rental in different cities, price depends on the request.
Tbilisi - Kutaisi 50 Euro
Tbilisi - Batumi - 70 Euro
Batumi - Kutaisi - 40 Euro
All other destination will be calculated individually.

2) International:
Not available

Other services:
We offer different equipment by request.
SUPER COVER (0%) - 14 Euro per day
CSI CHILD SEAT FOR INFANT (0-12 mos. / 0-13 kg) - 6 Euro per day, 7 days and more fixed 40 Euro)
CSB CHILD SEAT FOR BABY (1-3 year / 9-18 kg) - 6 Euro per day, 7 days and more fixed 40 Euro)
CST CHILD SEAT FOR TODDLER (4-7 year / 15-30 kg) - 6 Euro per day, 7 days and more fixed 40 Euro)
CBS CHILD BOOSTER SEAT (UP TO -12 year / UNDER 135 CMS) - 6 Euro per day, 7 days and more fixed 40 Euro)
BICYCLE RACK - 8 Euro per day
WIFI ADAPTER - 7 Euro per day
GPS NAVIGATION - 8 Euro per day, 7 and more fixed 40 Euro)
SNOW CHAINS - 8 Euro per day
SKI RACK (OR BOX) - 15 Euro per day
WINTER (SNOW) TYRES - free of charge

Restriction of use:
Grace period: 60 minutes. The late refund will correspond to a full day charge at the local rate available.
Circulation. it is forbidden to drive on Off roads, unauthorized roads, rivers.
The rental payment will be made in advance or at the car pick up time, deposit also before rental period starts or at the car pick up time.
All penalty are customer responsibility. The hirer undertakes and enforces the enforcement of traffic rules and laws and also the instructions issued by the authority and
its agents while using the rented vehicle, assuming full responsibility for penalties, fines or fines for traffic violations or violations of the municipal law or by any
competent authority. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the tenant or any of the authorized drivers to pay the expenses that may be imposed on the owner. The vehicle
must be returned in the same conditions as when it is rented. Full to full, clean to clean. If no - fuel 1 liter - 1 Euro extra, cleaning charge is 10 Euro. If special cleaning is
required, a separate charge will be 30 Euro. It is forbidden to smoke inside the vehicle.

Use of Winter Tires:
Included (season tires is for free of charge)

Specific note:
Documentation
Valid Passport or identity card (original not copy)
Valid Driving license (original not copy)
Credit card

Other:
The lessee undertakes not to allow anyone to drive the rented vehicle unless Europcar has authorized it. The hirer agrees that neither he nor any of the
additional drivers mentioned will use the vehicle through unpaved roads, crossing rivers, lakes or other water areas that endanger the operation or the
integrity of the vehicle. In addition, towing objects, racing and fun driving, roads in poor condition, teach driving, and rent the vehicle without permission
vehicle.
Please contact us if you wish to pick up or return the vehicle outside of the working hours of the office (extra charge for non-working hours is 10 Euro). If
you prefer pick up or drop off the car in other locations extra is 6 Euro (maximum around 30 Km in the city) On request.
identity of the driver. Such a process could occur months after the rent, and will involve the payment of the administrative fee imposed by the company in addition to the
original amount for the sanction.

All additional equipment or service have to requested at the time of booking and have be paid directly to the rental company when removing the vehicle.
We offer permit to drive in Armenia and Azerbaijan. To cross border needs permission. Price for the permit is 55 Euro for each country; Request needs to send 2-3 days
before

